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(54) Method and apparatus for holographic image projection

(57) A holographic projector apparatus comprising
an electromagnetic radiation source (204) communicably
coupled to a control system and a three dimensional (3D)
image projector (202) for outputting a plurality of image
signals (200) representative of a subject, the control sys-
tem being configured to cause electromagnetic radiation
to be applied to a plurality of sets of selected three-di-
mensional portions of a gaseous volume so as to heat
and/or ionise the gas within said selected portions,

wherein each set of selected three-dimensional portions
of said gaseous volume is located in a path of a respective
one of said image signals (200), and wherein said se-
lected portions of each of said sets are spatially located
together in a substantially unbroken three-dimensional
configuration and configured to simulate an electromag-
netic radiation path modifying element (208) for directing
a respective image signals incident thereon to a selected
location within a viewing region (210).
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Description

[0001] This invention relates generally to a method and
apparatus for holographic image projection and, more
particularly but not necessarily exclusively, to a method
and apparatus for enabling a scanned three-dimensional
image to be projected for viewing in three dimensions.
[0002] Holography is a technique which enables three-
dimensional images (holograms) to be created. The im-
age changes as the position and orientation of the view-
ing system changes in substantially the same way as if
the imaged subject were present, thus making the image
appear three-dimensional. A hologram is traditionally
generated by using two laser beams: a first, object, beam
which is spread using lenses and directed onto a subject
or area of interest using mirrors and some of the radiation
scattered (reflected) from the subject or area of interest
then falls onto a recording medium; and a second, refer-
ence, beam, also spread using lenses is directed straight
onto the recording medium, without coming into contact
with the subject or region of interest. When the two laser
beams reach the recording medium, their waves intersect
and interfere with each other and it is this interference
pattern that is imprinted on the recording medium. If a
laser, identical to the one used to record the hologram,
is directed onto the developed film, it is diffracted by the
interference (surface) pattern on the film and produces
a light field identical to the one produced by the subject
or region of interest, which produces an image in the
viewer’s retina.
[0003] In more recent years, three-dimensional (3D)
image scanning has been developed. In this technology,
the scanner projects a low-power, non-damaging laser
on a section of an object’s surface, each point of the
surface touched by the laser is captured by a CCD cam-
era integrated into the scanner, and the X, Y, Z coordi-
nates of the laser intensity of each of these points are
recorded. This operation is repeated thousands of times
per second to generate a file containing a large amount
of point data of the scanned surface. The operation of
creating sequential overlapping images from multiple
points of view on the surface of the object can be per-
formed until the entire surface of the object (or the entire
area of interest) is covered from all viewpoints. In some
cases, individual 3D digital images, thus captured, are
then aligned together with appropriate software to create
an accurate 3D digital model of the object for display on
a screen.
[0004] However, in other cases, it may be desirable to
project the 3D image to another location for viewing. A
3D projector is configured to project a plurality of image
signals, each corresponding to an image created using
a 3d image scanner, and these image signals can be
used to create a three-dimensional holographic image
on, for example, a three-dimensional holographic diffus-
er.
[0005] For example, in US2013/0107217, the image
signals are directed, by a set of respective mirrors, onto

a holographic diffuser from distinct directions such that
the 3D image is perceived by a person viewing the ho-
lographic diffuser. Any number of such images may be
projected, from specific respective directions, onto the
holographic diffuser such that the viewer can move
around the holographic diffuser and still see the 3D im-
age, ’adjusted’ to appear from the viewer’s perspective.
[0006] However, in order to enable the viewer to see
the 3D image effectively from all possible viewpoints rel-
ative to the holographic diffuser, a large physical optical
system having a large number of optical devices, pre-
cisely oriented, is required. This is clearly disadvanta-
geous, especially in locations where space may be an
issue, as this requirement results in a relatively large
overhead in terms of size, and also cost. Furthermore,
such an optical system may be prone to error if any of
the optical devices is damaged or moved.
[0007] It is, therefore, an object of aspects of the
present invention, to address at least some of these is-
sues.
[0008] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a holographic projector appa-
ratus comprising an electromagnetic radiation source
communicably coupled to a control system and a three
dimensional (3D) image projector for outputting a plurality
of image signals representative of a subject, the control
system being configured to cause electromagnetic radi-
ation to be applied to a plurality of sets of selected three-
dimensional portions of a gaseous volume so as to heat
and/or ionise the gas within said selected portions,
wherein each set of selected three-dimensional portions
of said gaseous volume is located in a path of a respective
one of said image signals, and wherein said selected
portions of each of said sets are spatially located together
in a substantially unbroken three-dimensional configura-
tion and configured to simulate an electromagnetic radi-
ation path modifying element for directing a respective
image signals incident thereon to a selected location
within a viewing region.
[0009] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the gaseous volume may be an unconstrained,
or enclosed atmospheric volume. Thus, the apparatus of
the present invention may comprise a viewing enclosure
formed of an optically transparent material through which
the image signals, thus directed, can be viewed, depend-
ing on the viewpoint of a viewer relative to the enclosure.
The electromagnetic radiation path modifying elements
simulated by each set of selected portions may comprise
reflective elements, formed by ionising the gas occupied
by each of the selected three dimensional portions. In
this case, the apparatus may comprise a viewing enclo-
sure formed of an optically transparent material and filled
with a gas that is more readily ionisable than air. In either
case, the viewing enclosure may be formed of a material
that is optically transparent but configured to absorb elec-
tromagnetic radiation of higher frequencies, thereby to
protect viewers from potential damage by high frequency
electromagnetic radiation.
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[0010] The selected portions may be spatially located
together in a substantially unbroken three-dimensional
configuration corresponding to the three-dimensional
shape of a simulated physical electromagnetic radiation
modifying device. In another exemplary embodiment of
the invention, the selected portions may be configured
such that the non-selected portions are in a configuration
corresponding to a three-dimensional shape of a simu-
lated physical electromagnetic radiation path modifying
device. In yet another exemplary embodiment of the in-
vention, the selected portions may be spatially located
together in a three-dimensional configuration corre-
sponding to an annulus having a non-circular cross-sec-
tion.
[0011] The control system may be configured to cause
said electromagnetic radiation to be applied to said se-
lected portions so as to heat the air therein and thus
change the refractive index thereof. In this case, each
atmospheric element may be operative to simulate a ra-
diation converging lens and said selected portions may
be spatially located together in a concave lens configu-
ration. Each atmospheric element may be operative to
simulate a radiation converging device and the non-se-
lected portions may be spatially located together in a con-
vex lens configuration. Alternatively, each atmospheric
element may operative to simulate a radiation diverging
device and said selected portions may be spatially locat-
ed together in a convex lens configuration. In yet another
exemplary embodiment, each atmospheric element may
be operative to simulate a radiation diverging device and
the non-selected portions may be spatially located to-
gether in a concave lens configuration.
[0012] The electromagnetic radiation source may in-
clude a beam steering mechanism for selectively steering
a beam of electromagnetic radiation output therefrom,
said control system being communicably coupled to said
beam steering mechanism and configured to generate
signals for steering said beam of electromagnetic radia-
tion relative to said atmospheric volume so as to sequen-
tially apply electromagnetic radiation to said selected por-
tions.
[0013] Alternatively, or in addition, the apparatus may
further comprise a beam splitting module for splitting a
beam output from said electromagnetic radiation source
into a plurality of paths corresponding to respective lo-
cations of selected portions.
[0014] The control system may further comprise an at-
mospheric element monitoring module for monitoring at-
mospheric conditions, generating data representative
thereof, and transmitting said data to said processor, said
processor being further configured to generate adjusted
actuation signals configured to adjust at least one char-
acteristic of said electromagnetic radiation so as to com-
pensate for atmospheric distortion.
[0015] The control system may further comprise a
quality monitoring module for monitoring the perform-
ance of the atmospheric element against a predefined
set of desired criteria, and generating signals to dynam-

ically adjust beam steering and/or power of the electro-
magnetic radiation source so as to reduce or eliminate
deviation of the properties and characteristics of the at-
mospheric element from that which is defined by the pre-
defined criteria.
[0016] In other exemplary embodiments of the inven-
tion, each atmospheric element may be operative to sim-
ulate a diffractive device and said selected portions de-
fine a plurality of three-dimensional shapes, each spa-
tially separated from each other within said atmospheric
volume. In this case, each atmospheric element may be
operative to simulate a diffractive device and said three-
dimensional shapes, spatially separated, define a plural-
ity of concentric transmissive and adjacent substantially
opaque regions in the form of a zone plate.
[0017] Each atmospheric element may be operative to
simulate a reflective device and the method comprises
the steps of applying said electromagnetic radiation to
said selected portions so as to ionise the air therein.
[0018] The electromagnetic radiation source may com-
prise one or more lasers.
[0019] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention there is provided a method of projecting
a holographic image into a viewing region, the method
comprising providing an electromagnetic radiation
source communicably coupled to a control system and
a three dimensional (3D) image projector for outputting
a plurality of image signals representative of a subject,
and configuring the control system to cause electromag-
netic radiation to be applied to a plurality of sets of se-
lected three-dimensional portions of a gaseous volume
so as to heat and/or ionise the gas within said selected
portions, wherein each set of selected three-dimensional
portions of said gaseous volume is located in a path of
a respective one of said image signals, and wherein said
selected portions of each of said sets are spatially located
together in a substantially unbroken three-dimensional
configuration and configured to simulate an electromag-
netic radiation path modifying element for directing a re-
spective image signals incident thereon to a selected lo-
cation within said viewing region.
[0020] The gaseous volume may be divided into an
array of three dimensional portions, and the method com-
prises the step of sequentially applying said electromag-
netic radiation to said selected portions within said array.
[0021] Other aspects of the present invention extend
to a control system for a holographic projector apparatus
substantially as described above, the control system be-
ing configured to cause electromagnetic radiation to be
applied to a plurality of sets of selected three-dimensional
portions of a gaseous volume so as to heat and/or ionise
the gas within said selected portions, wherein each set
of selected three-dimensional portions of said gaseous
volume is located in a path of a respective one of said
image signals, and wherein said selected portions of
each of said sets are spatially located together in a sub-
stantially unbroken three-dimensional configuration and
configured to simulate an electromagnetic radiation path
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modifying element for directing a respective image sig-
nals incident thereon to a selected location within a view-
ing region.
[0022] These and other aspects of the present inven-
tion will be apparent from the following specific descrip-
tion in which embodiments of the present invention are
described, by way of examples only, and with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the con-
cept of an M by N cell matrix for the purposes of
defining an atmospheric volume within which an at-
mospheric EM radiation path modifying component
may be created in accordance with the principles
employed in an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the man-
ner in which laser power may be applied to selected
cells within a matrix in accordance with the principles
employed in a first exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating an alter-
native manner in which laser power may be applied
to selected cells within a matrix in accordance with
the principles employed in another exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Figure 4A is a schematic diagram illustrating an at-
mospheric diverging lens created in accordance with
the principles employed in an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention;

Figure 4B is a schematic diagram illustrating an al-
ternative atmospheric diverging lens created in ac-
cordance with the principles employed in an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 5A is a schematic diagram illustrating an at-
mospheric converging lens created in accordance
with the principles employed in an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Figure 5B is a schematic diagram illustrating an al-
ternative atmospheric converging lens created in ac-
cordance with the principles employed in an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating an at-
mospheric Fresnel zone plate created in accordance
with the principles employed in an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of an atmospheric
reflective component created in accordance with the
principles employed in an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention;

Figure 8 is a schematic block diagram illustrating ap-
paratus for creating a set of atmospheric EM radia-
tion path modifying components for use in an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention; and

Figures 9A and 9B are schematic side and plan views
of a holographic projector apparatus according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[0023] Thus, aspects of the present invention operate
on the principle of using one or more laser devices to
selectively alter the refractive index and/or cause ionisa-
tion of portions of a three dimensional volume of the at-
mosphere so as to create or simulate an optical compo-
nent of a desired size having selected optical properties.
[0024] In general, and referring to Figure 1 of the draw-
ings, the area of the atmosphere in which an EM radiation
path modifying component is required to be created can
be considered as a cell matrix 10 comprised of M rows
and N columns or layers of ’cells’ 12, wherein a cell is
simply a predefined three-dimensional portion of the ma-
trix. In the example shown, each cell is identical in size
and shape, but this is not essential, and the present in-
vention is not necessarily intended to be limited in this
regard. It will also be appreciated that the number of cells
in the vertical dimension of the cell matrix may vary. Thus,
the cell matrix may be of any desired size, shape and
number of cells.
[0025] Within the matrix 10, the three dimensional
structure of an EM radiation path modifying device can
be defined in terms of a number of cells 12 in a desired
configuration, and it is these cells that will then be target-
ed by the laser source in order to effect the desired
change in their respective properties (either by ionisation
or heating to cause a change in refractive index).
[0026] It is known that an increase in temperature of a
volume of air causes a corresponding decrease in density
of that volume of air. As a result, the refractive index of
warm air is lower than that of cooler (and therefore dens-
er) air. Thus, some aspects of the present invention op-
erate on the principle that by providing a volume of air
that is warmer than the air around it, that volume of air
can cause refraction of a beam of electromagnetic radi-
ation as it passes through, in a manner similar to a con-
vergent or divergent lens.
[0027] It is also known that if an electric field of a suf-
ficiently high power is applied to a volume of air, the air
may be ionised. Ionised air has reflective properties over
a range of electromagnetic radiation wavelengths, such
properties being a function of density and the type of
ionisation created. Thus, some aspects of the present
invention operate on the principle that by ionising a vol-
ume of air can cause it to reflect a beam of electromag-
netic radiation as it hits that volume, in a manner similar
to a mirror or similarly reflective device. A mixture of the
two principles can be used to create a diffractive element,
as will be described in more detail later.
[0028] Thus, referring back to Figure 1 of the drawings,
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it will be appreciated that by selectively heating or ionising
cells 12 within the matrix 10 a three dimensional atmos-
pheric EM radiation path modifying component can be
created using a high power electromagnetic radiation
source. This may be achieved in a number of different
ways. For example, a pulsed power laser (PPL) may be
employed, and the ’Kerr’ effect exploited therewith in or-
der to attain self focussing of the laser beam at a required
point (i.e. within the selected cell). Alternatively, a com-
bination (i.e. crossing over) of two continuous wave (CW)
laser beams at a required point may be used to achieve
the desired effect. In any event, the laser system(s) is/are
configured to selectively heat or ionise the atmosphere,
thus changing its refractive index and electromagnetic
properties such that electromagnetic energy passing
through the heated cells is refracted and/or electromag-
netic energy hitting the ionised cells is reflected.
[0029] Thus, referring to Figure 2 of the drawings, ap-
paratus according to one exemplary embodiment of the
present invention comprises at least one laser source 14
mounted in an enclosure 15. In the example shown, the
laser source 14 is a pulsed power laser source configured
to emit high power laser pulses toward the cell matrix 10
via a laser transparent aperture 16. An optically reflective
device, i.e. mirror, 18 is mounted on a dual-axis actuator
(not shown) in the main laser output path, the actuator
being communicably coupled with a control system that
is configured to cause the actuator (and, therefore, the
mirror 18) to move thereby to selectively direct the laser
output through the aperture 16 toward selected cells 12
of the matrix 10. The control system may, for example,
be configured to cause the laser output to be scanned
across the cell matrix providing a pulse (or more than
one pulse) to each selected cell, either via a raster pattern
or a pattern optimised to suit the type of atmospheric
component required to be created and its operational re-
quirements.
[0030] As mentioned briefly above, the laser pulse is
self-focussing by means of the ’Kerr’ effect, thereby en-
abling it to deliver enough concentrated power to heat or
ionise the cell at which it is directed. The Kerr effect is a
change in the refractive index of a material in response
to an applied electric field. In the case of a laser pulse of
sufficiently high power, its electric field is sufficiently high
to change the refractive index of the air. As a result, the
cross-sectional area of the pulse (perpendicular to the
direction of propagation) can be thought of as shrinking
with distance (due to the differences in refractive index),
thus bringing the pulse to an intense focus at some point
down range of the laser, in this case at the selected cell.
This intense focus is of sufficiently high intensity to heat
or ionise the cell to change its refractive index and/or
other EM radiation path modifying properties. One or
more pulses may be provided per cell, dependent upon
the desired effect and environmental conditions. It may
also be necessary to periodically re-supply laser pulses
to all selected cells to maintain the required change in
refractive index and/or ionisation for as long as the at-

mospheric component is required, as once the laser pow-
er is removed from a cell, the air therein will very quickly
return to its normal (unheated or non-ionised) state.
[0031] Referring to Figure 3 of the drawings, in an al-
ternative exemplary embodiment of the invention, two (or
more) CW (continuous wave) laser sources 20, 22 may
be provided in respective enclosures 24, 26, each having
a laser transparent aperture 28, 30 therein. Once again,
each laser system is provided with a mirror 32, 34 mount-
ed on a dual-axis actuator (not shown) communicably
coupled to a control system (not shown). Operation of
the system is similar, in principle, to that described pre-
viously with reference to Figure 3 of the drawings except,
in this case, two (or more) spatially separated CW lasers
(which may be mounted on the same platform or across
different platforms) are used to selectively heat/ionise
the atmosphere in each required cell. This is achieved
by ensuring (through pointing) that the laser beams cross
over at the same point (in the selected cell 12), thereby
ensuring that sufficient power is attained. Such scanning
may be performed on the basis of a control system con-
figured to maintain a predetermined spatial separation
and orientation between the atmospheric component and
the electromagnetic radiation source. However, in an al-
ternative exemplary embodiment, such scanning may be
performed using a control system configured to direct the
source(s) at specific coordinates corresponding to spe-
cific respective locations within the atmosphere.
[0032] In yet another exemplary embodiment, and ei-
ther in addition to the above-mentioned arrangements or
alternatively, it is envisaged that a beam splitter could be
employed to split a laser beam into numerous new paths
corresponding to the configuration of a plurality of re-
spective cells to be targeted. Thus, a plurality of such
cells could be targeted simultaneously, without the need
for scanning a single laser path across the cell matrix.
[0033] In the following, a number of exemplary atmos-
pheric electromagnetic radiation path modifying compo-
nents that can be created according to the principles em-
ployed in respective exemplary embodiments of the
present invention will now be described. However, it will
be appreciated by a person skilled in the art that the prin-
ciples set forth herein can be applied in numerous differ-
ent ways in order to create other types and configurations
of electromagnetic (EM) radiation path modifying com-
ponents and the present invention is not necessarily in-
tended to be limited in this regard.
[0034] Referring to Figure 4A of the drawings, in one
of its simplest forms, an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention may be employed to create an atmos-
pheric diverging lens. The illustrated lens 40 is of a double
convex lens configuration and, in the example shown,
has been created generally centrally within the cell matrix
10 with its longitudinal axis in line with the generally cen-
tral vertical axis of the matrix 10. In order to create the
lens 40, the cells corresponding to the three-dimensional
’structure’ of a double convex lens are heated, for exam-
ple using one of the methods described above, thereby
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to reduce the refractive index of those cells relative to
the surrounding cells, and cause the rays of an incoming
beam 41 of electromagnetic radiation to be refracted as
they enter the component 40 and diverge. For the avoid-
ance of doubt, it will be appreciated that the atmospheric
component 40 is a three-dimensional area within the cell
matrix comprised of a plurality of atmospheric cells, each
of which has been heated in order to attain the required
refractive index. A control system and any number of
lasers may be employed to ensure that the correct
amount of laser power is applied to each cell in order to
attain the required level of heating, having regard to en-
vironmental factors and the refractive index change re-
quired to be achieved. When the component is no longer
required, the laser power can simply be removed, and
the atmospheric cells will quickly return to their normal
state. In an alternative exemplary embodiment, a diverg-
ing lens may be created in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment of the invention, by heating the cells sur-
rounding a three-dimensional configuration of cells in the
shape of a double concave lens (similar in form to that
of a conventional diverging lens). Thus, the resultant at-
mospheric element would comprise a concave lens-
shaped region of unheated cells surrounded by a body
of heated cells, as shown in Figure 4B (wherein the shad-
ed area 40 denotes the heated cells and the double con-
cave lens region is unheated).
[0035] Referring to Figure 5A of the drawings, an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention may be
used to create an atmospheric converging lens 44. Thus,
in this particular case, the three-dimensional ’structure’
represented by the heated cells within the matrix 10 com-
prises a double concave lens structure, wherein the rays
of the incoming beam 41 of electromagnetic radiation are
’bent’ or refracted as they enter the atmospheric compo-
nent 44 and converge to a focal point 42. In an alternative
exemplary embodiment, a converging lens may be cre-
ated by heating the cells surrounding a three-dimensional
configuration of cells in the shape of a convex lens (sim-
ilar in form to that of a conventional converging lens).
Thus, the resultant atmospheric element would comprise
a convex lens-shaped region of unheated cells surround-
ed by a body of heated cells, as shown in Figure 5B of
the drawings (wherein the shaded area 44 denotes the
heated cells and the double convex lens region is un-
heated). In yet another exemplary embodiment, the body
of heated cells may form an annulus having, for example,
a double convex cross-section.
[0036] In both cases described above with reference
to Figures 4A and B and 5A and B of the drawings, the
refractive index of the heated cells forming the lens struc-
ture is substantially constant, and the differing EM radi-
ation path modifying properties (i.e. converging vs. di-
verging) are achieved by the geometry of the component.
In other words, as with a physical component, it is just
the geometry of the three dimensional volume of heated
cells (or unheated cells) that defines the function of the
resultant lens.

[0037] Referring now to Figure 6 of the drawings, in
yet another exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion, diffractive and refractive properties may be com-
bined in order to create more complex atmospheric EM
radiation path modifying components. In the illustrated
example, a Fresnel zone plate 46 is defined substantially
diagonally across the cell matrix 10. The zone plate 46
is formed of concentric rings of heated cells, diametrically
separated by unheated cell regions; or it may be formed
of concentric rings of ionised (reflective) cells diametri-
cally separated by heated (or unheated) cells (transmis-
sive). The resultant component combines refraction with
the diffractive effects from boundaries between regions
of significantly different refractive index and/or electro-
magnetic properties. Thus, it can be seen that more com-
plex EM radiation path modifying components can be
created by varying both the geometry and the refractive
indices within the atmospheric ’structure’.
[0038] As explained above, it is also possible to simu-
late reflective components and arrangements in accord-
ance with other exemplary embodiments of the present
invention. Thus, referring to Figure 7 of the drawings, a
reflective arrangement is illustrated which comprises a
planar reflective atmospheric element 50, configured
substantially diagonally across the cell matrix 10.
[0039] The atmospheric reflective component 50 is
formed by ionisation of selected cells (in a configuration
matching the required ’structure’ and orientation of the
component with thin the cell matrix 10). In use, an incom-
ing beam 54, such as an image signal, for example, hits
the reflective component 50 and is reflected back at an
angle dictated by the orientation of the atmospheric com-
ponent 50.
[0040] In the examples illustrated, the cell matrix 10 is
’upright’ and the orientation of the atmospheric ele-
ment(s) is achieved by the pattern of the ionised/heated
cells. However, it will be appreciated that, in alternative
exemplary embodiments of the invention, the cell matrix
itself may be oriented to match the required orientation
of the atmospheric EM radiation path modifying element
and, in this case, the populated cell pattern (relative to
the cell matrix) will always be the same for a particular
atmospheric element of a specified size. Also, it will be
appreciated that a more ’curved’ profile of the atmospher-
ic components thus created may be achieved by varying
the degree of heating/ionisation in the peripheral popu-
lated cells.
[0041] Referring to Figure 8 of the drawings, an appa-
ratus in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention for creating an atmospheric EM ra-
diation path modifying arrangement comprises a control
module 100 communicably coupled to, for example, a
dual-axis actuator on which a reflective component is
mounted within a laser system such as that described
above with reference to Figures 2 and 3 of the drawings.
Such a laser system may, for example, be mounted in or
relative to a viewing enclosure (not shown).
[0042] The control module 100 comprises a processor
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102 communicably coupled to a database 104. The da-
tabase has stored therein data representative of one or
more cell matrices, representative of respective atmos-
pheric volumes, and the cells therein that need to be ’pop-
ulated’ (i.e. heated or ionised) in order to construct a set
of respective three-dimensional atmospheric EM radia-
tion path modifying elements of which the arrangement
is comprised. Such data may also include information as
to the degree of ionisation/heating required to be main-
tained in order to achieve the required EM radiation path
modifying characteristics of the elements. It will be ap-
preciated that the database may simply include a single
’template’ or populated cell matrix, bespoke to the plat-
form or application in which the respective atmospheric
elements are to be used. However, in alternative exem-
plary embodiments, the database may include a plurality
of different such templates from which a required atmos-
pheric component can be selected for use, as required.
[0043] The processor 102 includes an input and an in-
terface 106 for receiving an actuation signal indicative
that an atmospheric component is required to be created,
together with data representative of the size and orien-
tation of the required component, and data representa-
tive of the position and orientation of the atmospheric
component relative to the platform on which the appara-
tus is mounted, the electromagnetic radiation path to be
modified and/or the laser source used to create the at-
mospheric component. The actuation signal and accom-
panying data may be manually entered by an operative
(i.e. may be generated as part of a switching mechanism
for switching a holographic projector on).
[0044] The processor 102, in response to the actuation
signal, searches the database 104 for the populated cell
matrix data corresponding to the atmospheric compo-
nent required to be created, and retrieves the associated
data. A transformation module 108 is provided, which
transforms the matrix cell data onto data representative
of each real atmospheric matrix cell within which an EM
radiation path modifying component is to be created, both
in terms of size and orientation thereof, and determines
precise coordinates for the location of each real atmos-
pheric cell relative to the corresponding respective cell
of the stored matrix (and also relative to the platform on
which the apparatus is mounted, the electromagnetic
source to be modified and/or the laser source used to
create the atmospheric component), and a mapping
module 110 maps the respective population data from
the stored cell matrix onto the data representative of the
real atmospheric cell matrix accordingly. Of course, in a
fixed system, the coordinates of the cell matrix or matri-
ces and individual cells therein may be hard coded, and
do not need to be repeatedly supplied to the processor
as part of the actuation signals. Either way, the processor
now knows the precise physical location of each cell in
the real atmospheric cell matrix and the cell ’population’
pattern required to create the atmospheric component.
Finally, such data is converted, by a signal processing
module 112, into a scanning pattern comprised of a pat-

tern of actuation signals configured to move and actuate
the laser beam(s) in order to selectively heat/ionise each
real atmospheric cell matrix in the required pattern (and
to the required degree) to create the three-dimensional
atmospheric elements. In other words, the actuation sig-
nals are configured to control the power and beam steer-
ing of the laser source(s) to heat/ionise each selected
cell as required.
[0045] Furthermore, an atmospheric component mon-
itoring system 116 may be provided within, or communi-
cably coupled to, the control module 100. The atmos-
pheric component monitoring system 116 may, for ex-
ample, comprise a low power laser of a suitable wave-
length (as will be apparent to a person skilled in the art)
to detect atmospheric effects. Thus, the monitoring sys-
tem 116 may form part of a feedback loop with the signal
processing module 112 to enable the actuation signals
to be adjusted to compensate for atmospheric distortion.
In alternative exemplary embodiments, the apparatus
may comprise a quality monitoring module for monitoring
the performance (i.e. the properties and characteristics)
of the atmospheric element against a predefined set of
desired criteria, and generating signals to dynamically
adjust beam steering and/or power of the electromagnet-
ic radiation source so as to reduce or eliminate deviation
of the properties and characteristics of the atmospheric
element from that which is defined by the predefined cri-
teria. Such deviation may be caused by atmospheric dis-
tortion or otherwise. In other words, successive and/or
continuous ’fine tuning’ of the atmospheric elements is
facilitated to create and maintain an atmospheric element
having consistently desired characteristics and quality.
[0046] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the apparatus may further comprise a pre-
seeding module 118. The pre-seeding module 118 may
comprise a tank or receptacle containing particulate ma-
terial, such as metal powder or plastic particles, which
tend to be more readily ionised by laser power than air.
Suitable materials for this purpose will be apparent to a
person skilled in the art. The pre-seeding module 118
will also include a propelling mechanism for propelling
the particulate material into a defined atmospheric cell
matrix, the propelling mechanism being communicably
coupled to the signal processing module 112. In use, if
a reflective atmospheric component is required to be cre-
ated, the initial actuation signal may be configured to op-
erate the propelling mechanism and cause a quantity of
the particulate material to be sprayed into the defined
atmospheric volume corresponding to the cell matrix, be-
fore selective ionisation of the individual cells. As the par-
ticulate material is more readily ionised than air, it may
be possible to create the required reflective atmospheric
component using a lower power laser than would other-
wise be required. In alternative exemplary embodiments,
the atmospheric components may be created within an
optically transparent enclosure, such as a cylinder or an
inverted ’bell’ shaped enclosure, for example. The enclo-
sure may be filled with, or contain, a gas other than air
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which is more readily ionisable than air, and examples
thereof will be apparent to a person skilled in the art.
Furthermore, for safety purposes, the enclosure may be
formed of an optically transmissive material that is con-
figured to absorb higher frequency electromagnetic ra-
diation.
[0047] Referring to Figures 9A and 9B of the drawings,
in a holographic projector system according to an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention, a plurality of
image signals 200 is output by a 3D image projector 202,
wherein the image signals are spatially and/or angularly
separated from each other. The projector comprises at
least one laser source 204 communicably coupled to a
control system, for creating a plurality of optical elements
208 in the manner described above.
[0048] Each of the optical elements, in this case, com-
prises a diverging element, which is formed by heating
selected cells in respective atmospheric matrices, to di-
verging lenses of the type described above, each being
oriented to capture a single image signal and diverge or
’bend’ the signal toward a specified location within a view-
ing enclosure 210. Thus, each of the image signals is
bent or diverged to a different location within the viewing
enclosure 210, dependent on the image viewpoint to
which the respective image signal relates. Thus, as a
viewer 212 moves around the enclosure 210, a different
image signal is received in their retina, and a three di-
mensional image of the subject is thus perceived.
[0049] In an alternative exemplary embodiment, the at-
mospheric optical elements provided in respect of each
of the image signals may, for example, comprise reflec-
tive elements, created by ionising respective three-di-
mensional volumes of the cell matrices. In this case,
when each respective image signal hits an atmospheric
component, it is reflected toward the required location
within the viewing enclosure.
[0050] It will be appreciated by a person skilled in the
art from the foregoing description that modifications and
variations can be made to the described embodiments
without departing from the scope of the invention as de-
fined by the appended claims. Indeed, it will be appreci-
ated that numerous variations are possible in terms of
the shape and configuration of the three dimensional
heated/ionised cell combinations in order to define any
desired atmospheric EM radiation path modifying com-
ponent. Furthermore, combinations of heating and ioni-
sations can be used within a single cell matrix in order
to realise more complex component configurations.

Claims

1. A holographic projector apparatus comprising an
electromagnetic radiation source communicably
coupled to a control system and a three dimensional
(3D) image projector for outputting a plurality of im-
age signals representative of a subject, the control
system being configured to cause electromagnetic

radiation to be applied to a plurality of sets of selected
three-dimensional portions of a gaseous volume so
as to heat and/or ionise the gas within said selected
portions, wherein each set of selected three-dimen-
sional portions of said gaseous volume is located in
a path of a respective one of said image signals, and
wherein said selected portions of each of said sets
are spatially located together in a substantially un-
broken three-dimensional configuration and config-
ured to simulate an electromagnetic radiation path
modifying element for directing a respective image
signals incident thereon to a selected location within
a viewing region.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the selected
portions of each set are spatially located together in
a substantially unbroken three-dimensional config-
uration corresponding to the three-dimensional
shape of a simulated physical electromagnetic radi-
ation modifying device

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the electro-
magnetic radiation path modifying elements simulat-
ed by each set of selected portions comprise reflec-
tive elements, formed by ionising the gas occupied
by each of the selected three dimensional portions.

4. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the selected portions of each set are configured such
that the non-selected portions are in a configuration
corresponding to a three-dimensional shape of a
simulated physical electromagnetic radiation path
modifying device.

5. Apparatus according to any of claims 1, 2 or 4,
wherein the control system is configured to cause
said electromagnetic radiation to be applied to said
selected portions so as to heat the air therein and
thus change the refractive index thereof.

6. Apparatus according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the electromagnetic radiation source in-
cludes a beam steering mechanism for selectively
steering a beam of electromagnetic radiation output
therefrom, said control system being communicably
coupled to said beam steering mechanism and con-
figured to generate signals for steering said beam of
electromagnetic radiation relative to said atmospher-
ic volume so as to sequentially apply electromagnet-
ic radiation to said selected portions.

7. Apparatus according to any of the preceding claims,
further comprising a beam splitting module for split-
ting a beam output from said electromagnetic radi-
ation source into a plurality of paths corresponding
to respective locations of selected portions.

8. Apparatus according to any of the preceding claims,
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wherein the control system further comprises an at-
mospheric element monitoring module for monitor-
ing atmospheric conditions, generating data repre-
sentative thereof, and transmitting said data to a
processor, the processor being configured to gener-
ate adjustment signals configured to adjust at least
one characteristic of said electromagnetic radiation
so as to compensate for atmospheric distortion.

9. Apparatus according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the control system further comprises a qual-
ity monitoring module for monitoring the perform-
ance of each atmospheric element against a prede-
fined set of desired criteria, and generating signals
to dynamically adjust beam steering and/or power
of the electromagnetic radiation source so as to re-
duce or eliminate deviation of the properties and
characteristics of the atmospheric elements from
that which is defined by the predefined criteria.

10. Apparatus according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein each atmospheric element is operative to
simulate a diffractive device and said selected por-
tions of each set define a plurality of three-dimen-
sional shapes, each spatially separated from each
other within said atmospheric volume.

11. Apparatus according to claim 10, wherein each at-
mospheric element is operative to simulate a diffrac-
tive device and said three-dimensional shapes, spa-
tially separated, define a plurality of concentric trans-
missive and adjacent substantially opaque regions
in the form of a zone plate.

12. Apparatus according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the electromagnetic radiation source com-
prises one or more lasers.

13. A method of projecting a holographic image into a
viewing region, the method comprising providing an
electromagnetic radiation source communicably
coupled to a control system and a three dimensional
(3D) image projector for outputting a plurality of im-
age signals representative of a subject, and config-
uring the control system to cause electromagnetic
radiation to be applied to a plurality of sets of selected
three-dimensional portions of a gaseous volume so
as to heat and/or ionise the gas within said selected
portions, wherein each set of selected three-dimen-
sional portions of said gaseous volume is located in
a path of a respective one of said image signals, and
wherein said selected portions of each of said sets
are spatially located together in a substantially un-
broken three-dimensional configuration and config-
ured to simulate an electromagnetic radiation path
modifying element for directing a respective image
signals incident thereon to a selected location within
said viewing region.

14. A method according to claim 13, wherein the gase-
ous volume is divided into an array of three dimen-
sional portions, and the method comprises the step
of sequentially applying said electromagnetic radia-
tion to said selected portions within said array.

15. A control system for a holographic projector appa-
ratus according to any of claims 1 to 12, the control
system being configured to cause electromagnetic
radiation to be applied to a plurality of sets of selected
three-dimensional portions of a gaseous volume so
as to heat and/or ionise the gas within said selected
portions, wherein each set of selected three-dimen-
sional portions of said gaseous volume is located in
a path of a respective one of said image signals, and
wherein said selected portions of each of said sets
are spatially located together in a substantially un-
broken three-dimensional configuration and config-
ured to simulate an electromagnetic radiation path
modifying element for directing a respective image
signals incident thereon to a selected location within
a viewing region.
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